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Leather Table Centerpiece

Price 468.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/73650130/leather-table-centerpiece

Description

I handmade this leather table centerpiece from saddle leather, hand dyed it,
added a water resistant treatment and it is intended to last 100 years. Inspiration
came from the TV show "I Love Jeannie" and the love between the two main
characters played by Larry Hagman and Barbara Eden. The love shared for these
two led me to add the celtic know titled intertwined love.

This piece is designed to be used as a flower vase or a stand alone item with other
western or southwest decor.The braiding I used on the edges was created using
the same methods employed by master craftsmen making horse saddles in the
1800`s before they had sewing machines.

Size: 11.5 inches Wide X 13 inches High

Material: Saddle Leather and leather lace

Color: Dark Brown

Included is a bud vase measuring 6.5 inches High 1.25 inches in diameter. There is
a lip at the top that holds the vase in place. 

The bottom opening of the centerpiece is approximately 3 inches X 3 inches
allowing you the place the centerpiece over a vase of your choice.

Stock Number: 9960602-050711

Sorry, the flowers are not included.
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Leather Table Centerpiece

Price 279.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/72302296/leather-table-centerpiece

Description

I made this handmade leather table centerpiece from saddle leather, hand dyed it,
added a water resistant treatment and it is intended to last 100 years. I designed
this piee to be used as a flower vase or a stand alone item with other western or
southwest decor. The braiding I used on the edges was created using the same
methods employed by master craftsmen making horse saddles in the 1800`s
before they had sewing machines.

Size: 8.5 inches Wide X 8,5 inches High

Material: Saddle leather and leather lace

Color Dark Brown

Included is a bud vase measuring 6.5 inches High 1.25 inches in diameter. There is
a lip at the top that holds the vase in place. 

The bottom opening of the centerpiece is approximately 2.25 inches X 2.25 inches
allowing you the place the centerpiece over a vase of your choice.

Stock Number: 9960602-040911

Sorry, the flowers are not included.
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Leather Table Centerpiece

Price 219.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/72301399/leather-table-centerpiece

Description

I made this handmade leather table centerpiece from saddle leather, hand dyed it,
added a water resistant treatment and it is intended to last 100 years. I designed
this piece to be used as a flower vase or a stand alone item with other western or
southwest decor.The braiding I used on the edges was created using the same
methods employed by master craftsmen making horse saddles in the 1800`s
before they had sewing machies.

Size: 8.5 inches Wide X 8,5 inches High

Material: Saddle Leather and leather lace

Color: Chocolate Brown

Included is a bud vase measuring 6.5 inches High 1.25 inches in diameter. There is
a lip at the top that holds the vase in place. 

The bottom opening of the centerpiece is approximately 2.25 inches X 2.25 inches
allowing you the place the centerpiece over a vase of your choice.

Stock Number: 9960602-041611

Sorry, the flowers are not included.
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Mens Black Corner Fold Wallet

Price 161.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/72296070/mens-black-corner-fold-wallet

Description

Own it today, carry it a lifetime.

One advantage of a corner fold wallet is that when your money, credit cards or
other valuables are where you want them, it is virtually impossible for anything to
fall out. Another natural feature of this style wallet is you can retrieve your credit
cards without having to show everyone around you how much cash you are
carrying.

Mens black corner fold wallet made to last a lifetime. This wallet features a braided
"R" which is braided into the wallet resulting in a raised effect. The edges of this
wallet are done in a braid that resembles an 8-string braid. Very unique and very
beautiful.
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Mens Black Corner Fold Wallet

Price 131.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/72295607/mens-black-corner-fold-wallet

Description

Own it today, carry it a lifetime.

One advantage of a corner fold wallet is that when your money, credit cards or
other valuables are where you want them, it is virtually impossible for anything to
fall out. Another natural feature of this style wallet is you can retrieve your credit
cards without having to show everyone around you how much cash you are
carrying.

Mens black corner fold wallet made to last a lifetime. This wallet features a braided
"J" which is braided into the wallet resulting in a raised effect. The edges of this
wallet are done in a braid that resembles an 8-string braid. Very unique and very
beautiful.
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Mens Black Corner Fold Wallet

Price 161.00$ USD

Quantity 1

Internet Link
http://www.etsy.com/listing/72290632/mens-black-corner-fold-wallet

Description

Own it today, carry it a lifetime.

One advantage of a corner fold wallet is that when your money, credit cards or
other valuables are where you want them, it is virtually impossible for anything to
fall out. Another natural feature of this style wallet is you can retrieve your credit
cards without having to show everyone around you how much cash you are
carrying.

Mens black corner fold wallet made to last a lifetime. This wallet features a braided
"A" which is braided into the wallet resulting in a raised effect. The edges of this
wallet are done in a braid that resembles an 8-string braid. Very unique and very
beautiful.
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